I know that this is
my home...
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our photography book
by HeadStart Newham Research Team
HeadStart is a ﬁve year programme set up by The National Lottery Community Fund and
aims to explore and test ways improve the mental wellbeing of 10 to 16 year olds and
prevent serious mental health issues before they develop. HeadStart Newham is one of
six local authority areas piloting approaches to work with young people in schools, the
community and with parents, through a combination of whole school work and targeted
interventions.
This photography book has been created by the HeadStart Newham Young Researchers.
We trained and supported young people to use photography to show us their experience
of living and growing up in Newham, including the aspects of the urban environment that
can affect their mental health and wellbeing.
The method of photography was chosen as an accessible and familiar tool to empower
young people to lead this research project. They each took photos on their mobile phones,
and using polaroid cameras to provide insight into the aspects of daily life in Newham.
The group chose to tell three visual stories about Newham. Their photos are presented
alongside statistics about each issue for a sense of scale and prevalence in Newham.
Quotes and creative writing from the young people provide their personal narratives on
each issue.
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by HeadStart Newham Young Researchers
This is our photography book. The photos depict different aspects of Newham through
our eyes. We explored diversity, how Newham is not looked after (dirty), crime and safety.
Below we describe our reasons for choosing these themes.
diversity
When Daniel (our photography teacher) ﬁrst placed the polaroid cameras on the table
and asked us to think of a theme about Newham some of us instantly thought of
diversity. In some parts of the world, different people with different cultures and religions
do not interact and do not follow the same rules. This is not the case in Newham, it is the
most ethnically diverse area in England. We should remember to get along with each
other and celebrate each others differences.
dirty
It makes us angry and frustrated to see parts of our neighbourhood treated negatively by
others. Some housing is unhygienic and unpleasant. We understand that the council is
struggling for resources but we want more to be done. Newham is in desperate need of a
clean.
crime and safety
Recently, we have seen a rise in knife crime. We wanted to explore how it provokes a
need for safety. Areas we once looked at as a place of comfort have become memories
of crime. We aimed to raise awareness about how this impacts our mental health.
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faceless
selﬁes
Introducing the HeadStart Newham Young Researchers...

I see a variety of rare coins from England.
When I shake the coin folder, I hear weird different noises.
I know that this is very precious.
When I shake it I feel a chill down my body. I don’t want to lose them.
I want to collect more rare coins.
Brooklyn

I see an entrance to a new world that takes me on a journey, my
headphones.
I hear the soothing sounds that make me feel like I’m drifting away
from my worries.
I know that I still exist in the real world but I feel like I’ve escaped to a
better place.
I want to stay there always and never leave but I can’t.
Grace
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My ﬁrst memory is in Canning Town when I was 11 years old and I was
moving all of the cardboard boxes into my new house. I remember
stepping foot inside and saying wow because it seems like the best
house. I had just realised it was 20 minutes from my school. My other
house was 5 minutes away from my school.
Katrina

My ﬁrst memory of Newham was when I and my mum and my cousin
went out. I was about 2 or 3 years old and my mum put me into the
pram but I didn’t want to stay inside it so I threw tantrum.
Nusrah

I see a dream catcher which I made myself.
I ﬁnd it enchanting, how the different faces of the beads are
illuminated as they are met with the light.
I hear the sound of the beads as they move across the thread.
Shajahan

I see my BTS purse that I take everywhere.
I hear cheers from crowds screaming for BTS.
I know this is inspired by an album.
Sometimes I feel money and coins but sometimes I just feel my oyster.
I want more money.
Shukri
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diversity
"I have friends
nearby, who accept
me for who I am."
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Fact
Newham is the most ethnically diverse population of all local authorities in England and Wales. [1]
90% of residents agree that people from different backgrounds get on well in their local area. [2]
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I see this man
who looks like he came to London to hustle.
I hear this man shouting and talking
to attract people to buy his materials.
I know that bit represents the man trying to bring
Asian culture to east London to make it more diverse.
I feel like without this man
selling his cultural materials;
his people wouldn’t have traditional clothes to wear.
I want this man to develop his shop
and expand more on his business.
Nusrah
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dirty
"I know that
pigeons live in
that house."
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Fact
In 2017/18 Newham local authority dealt with just over 15, 000 fly-tipping incidents [3]
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In East Ham the environment is dirty
There are broken windows, houses and bus stops.
The electricity boxes are covered in graffiti
In the libraries the walls are full of dirt
People pee and leave a stain
All I want is for it to be clean
There is so much litter.
Get out of here before it's too late
The council is struggling
the cuts left it in this state
All the properties are stacked
There are stickers on the shops
Stickers on the walls
The council needs to make this stop
All the broken houses should be locked
and the council should have the key.
Brooklyn
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crime and safety
"It feels different
at night."
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Fact
In an adult survey, 90% of Newham residents say they feel safe in their local area in the day, but only 56%
feel safe in the dark. 12% have been a victim of crime in past year and 40% are concerned they will
become a victim of crime [2].
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When I think of my community
I remember the summer holidays
when I had water fights with my friends
and played hide and seek in the park.
Now I think of walking with my head down
trying not to step on rubbish and
avoiding the eyes of the boys
we call ‘olders’.
I like looking outside the windows
at my neighbour’s garden,
brimming with flowers and various plants.
These days that scene is obscured
by the crime scene.
I keep my windows shut.
Coming home late is difficult
when you can barely see the path you take.
Grace
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thank you
Thank you to all the incredible young people who took part in this project for
their commitment and willingness to share personal accounts and
experiences of their lives in Newham.
A special thanks to Daniel Regan for sharing his knowledge about
photography. The young researchers would especially like to thank him for
bringing in some polaroid cameras and film. http://danielregan.photography/.
HeadStart Newham is funded by The National Lottery Community Fund. The
content is solely the responsibility of the authors and it does not necessarily
reflect the views of The National Lottery Community Fund or the London
Borough of Newham Council.
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